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Transient solvent dynamics and incoherent control of photodissociation
pathways in I 2

2 cluster ions
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Detailed time-resolved photodissociation and caging dynamics in clusters are studied using
I2
2~OCS!11 as a model system. We report new observations of product channel-dependent properties

of nuclear coherence in the dissociated chromophore, reflecting complex dynamics of the solvent
cage. The coherence feature is most pronounced in the caged two-photon channels and its relative
amplitude increases with the product size. Shorter delays, on the time scale of coherent I•••I2

motion, favor larger products, allowing for incoherent control of two-photon dissociation pathways
by appropriately timing the two laser pulses. As an example of such control, I2

2~OCS!2 is produced
most effectively by a limited set of pump–probe excitations at short delays. We emphasize
generality of these results that relate to caging dynamics in any cluster ions. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!03513-2#
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Clusters offer a potentially well-characterized enviro
ment1–4 for the study of chemical reactions, includin
solvent-induced recombination, or ‘‘caging’’ o
photofragments.5–15 Many groups have investigated cagin
in real time by monitoring the recovery of the dissociat
chromophore’s ability to absorb light,16–26 or following the
evolution of the photoelectron spectrum.27–29 We have em-
phasized the dynamics of dihalogen anion recombination
size-selected cluster ions.30–37 The gas-phase environme
allows not only selecting the initial solvation conditions,3 but
also probing the disintegrating cluster by a second pho
mass-analyzing the two-photon products to get a glimps
the evolving cluster structure following photodissociation
the chromophore within the cluster.30,32

Our previous studies of photodissociatio
dynamics30–32,34–36generally summed the probe absorpti
signal over all product masses; only in this fashion was s
ficient signal-to-noise ratio achieved to obtain detailed
sorption recovery curves. The action signal in individu
product channels gave hints of different behaviors for diff
ent ionic products, but the combination of product mass re
lution, good time resolution and high quality signal statist
was not possible. In this work, we present recombinat
action spectra for distinct two-photon dissociation pathw
obtained using our improved cluster ion apparatus and m
elaborate data collection algorithm.

These channel-resolved action spectra allow exam
tion of the caging dynamics in unprecedented detail. T
data show that coherent motion of the chromophore can
be considered separately from dynamics of the cage, and
the evolving solvent configuration favors different types
two-photon products at various stages of evolution. Wh
we employed I2

2~OCS!11 in this study, the results reflect th
general dynamics of caging and will be applicable to ot
solvated systems, e.g., I2

2~CO2!16.
38

One important finding in the studies of caging has be
5150021-9606/98/108(13)/5155/4/$15.00
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the observation of coherent motion of the chromoph
persisting for several picoseconds followin
photodissociation.19,22,30,31,34 Laser-induced nuclear cohe
ence has been extensively studied in bound-bound molec
transitions39,40 and successfully applied to exert cohere
control of chemical reaction pathways.41–45Coherent motion
following excitation to a dissociative potential is fundame
tally different, since the long-range forces that reverse
motion of photofragments arise entirely from interacti
with surrounding solvent.13,19,22,30

In I2
2 based clusters, solvent-induced coherent I•••I2 mo-

tion is manifest as an early delay-time ‘‘bump’’ in transie
absorption data.30,31,34 The preponderance of available ev
dence indicates that the maximum of this feature at ab
2 ps corresponds to wave packet localization in a Fran
Condon region on either the slightly bound first excit
2Pg,3/2 or the ground2Su,1/2

1 electronic state potential46,47 of
I2
2, or both.30 The assignment of the state~s! responsible for

the coherence feature is extremely difficult because of
substantial solvent-induced perturbations of the I2

2 potentials
at large interatomic distances.46,48

The product-channel-resolved action spectra prese
here show that the time dependence of the absorption re
ery is both very complex and strongly dependent upon
two-photon product channel selected for monitoring. T
2 ps coherence peak is most prominent in the highest m
cagedproduct channels, making only a minor appearance
the uncaged two-photon product channels. The evolvin
mass distribution also affords an opportunity to employ
specific pump–probe sequence to produce two photon p
ucts that are absent at both long and short delay times.
result constitutes a form of incoherent control of recombin
tion pathways in a 35-atom system.

As a detailed description of the ion beam apparatus
been given elsewhere,49 we emphasize here only those a
pects important to the success of the present experimen
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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brief, the ion machine consists of a cluster ion source an
tandem time-of-flight ~TOF! mass spectrometer. Th
I2
2~OCS!n clusters are formed by attachment of slow seco

ary electrons to neutral species in an electron-impact ion
free jet ~80 Hz! with subsequent solvent nucleation arou
the negatively charged core. Initial cluster ion mass selec
is achieved in a Wiley–McLaren TOF mass spectrome
while mass analysis of the ionic fragments is carried
utilizing a second, reflection, mass spectrometer. The
flected fragments are counted with a three-plate microch
nel detector. As many as four different mass photofragm
ions can be collected simultaneously. The two-photon pr
ucts are lighter than one-photon products and the one-
two-photon fragment mass distributions do not overlap. T
precursor ion signal is monitored with another analog mic
channel plate detector positioned directly behind the refl
tron; this signal is utilized to normalize the pump–pro
product signal to the parent ion intensity.

The femtosecond laser33 delivers 790 nm, 120 fs pump
and probe pulses with a 400 Hz repetition rate. The copro
gating pump and probe beams~250mJ/pulse each! have par-
allel polarizations and are mildly focused to an;3 mm di-
ameter spot size in the interaction region. Backgrou
subtraction is performed with the use of computer-control
shutters in the pump and probe beam paths. To better a
age out fluctuations, the data acquisition algorithm30 was
modified to include a rapid repetition of identical short e
perimental cycles including several preset delay times in
laced with background acquisitions.38

The bare I2
2 ion has bond strength of;1 eV, and exhib-

its a dissociative continuum absorption peaking near 790
giving a ;0.5 eV kinetic energy release to th
photoproducts.29,47 One-photon dissociation of I2

2 within a
cluster generally leads to both caged and uncaged i
products.36,50 In 790 nm dissociation of I2

2~OCS!11, 80% of
the one-photon fragments are caged, with the most abun
products50 being I2

2~OCS!4 and I2
2~OCS!5. Subsequent frag

mentation of these caged products with a second, probe
ton ~at long delay allowing complete relaxation of on
photon fragments! yields about 80% uncaged@ I2~OCS!2,3,4#
and 20% caged@ I2

2~OCS!0,1# products.
The two-photon dissociation experiments at long del

are only sensitive to those one-photon trajectories that h
led to the recombinations of the chromophore, as only ca
one-photon fragments can absorb a second 790 nm pho
However, at earlier times~less than;5 ps! the distinction
between one-photon trajectories ultimately leading to ca
and uncaged products is ambiguous, and even clusteren
route to uncaged fragments can conceivably absorb a pr
photon.

The top curve in Fig. 1~a! depicts the photoabsorptio
recovery signal for I2

2~OCS!11, obtained by combining al
major two-photon products. The curve exhibits a cohere
maximum at about 2.5 ps. As in the earlier studies with C2

solvent,30 the bump corresponds to the dissociated ch
mophore, arrested by the solvent shell, returning to
Franck–Condon region. The absorption decrease just a
2.5 ps corresponds to the subsequent departure of the c
mophore from the Franck–Condon region and the furt
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absorption recovery represents vibrational relaxation of
recombined chromophore and evaporation of solvent fr
the cluster. Just as with CO2 solvent,30 this bump indicates
that a photoexcited ensemble of;107 clusters undergoes
coherent motion of the chromophore for a period of the or
of several picoseconds following photodissociation. T
2.5 ps time for the recurrence is much slower than the bo
I2
2 vibrational period because it reflects the dissociating ch

mophore being arrested by the solvent cage and subsequ
being returned to the Franck–Condon region. According
this time is better regarded as a ‘‘solvent’’ time, rather tha
‘‘chromophore’’ time. The 2.5 ps recurrence time with th
OCS solvent is longer than the 1.4 ps time observed for C2

solvent.30,38 The bump in the absorption recovery revea
nothing about any possible coherent motion on the par
the solvent itself.

It is possible, however, to decompose this total abso
tion recovery curve in such a way as to provide direct inf
mation about possible coherent motion of the solvent its
This can be accomplished by following the absorption rec
ery as detected by specific two-photon products, as th
products reflect the structure of the solvent cage at a gi
delay time. By determining the mass of each of the tw
photon ionic photoproducts, the absorption recovery cu
can be decomposed into ‘‘caged’’ and ‘‘uncaged’’ comp
nents, as shown in Fig. 1~a!. These two components aris
from different instantaneous solvent configurations. It is i
mediately clear that the coherence feature in the total abs
tion recovery arises primarily from the caged two-phot

FIG. 1. ~a! Total absorption recovery signal obtained by combining
major two-photon products in the photodissociation of I2

2~OCS!11 at 790 nm
and the ‘‘caged’’ and ‘‘uncaged’’ components obtained by counting
respective types of two-photon products separately.~b! Delay-dependence
of the uncaged/caged ratio, compared to the total absorption recovery c
reproduced from~a!.
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pathways. The caged component exhibits complicated ti
dependent dynamics, while the uncaged component es
tially grows monotonically, exhibiting only a shoulde
around the time of the coherence peak.

Further understanding of the dynamics can be gained
examining the ratio of the uncaged and caged componen
a function of probe delay, as shown in Fig. 1~b!. The ratio
measurement has the enormous advantage that it is inde
dent of the fraction of the initially excited ions that hav
recombined, and evolution of this ratio as a function of de
directly reflect changes in the solvent configuration. In
statistical, incoherent limit, we would expect this ratio
increase monotonically to the observed long delay uncag
caged ratio,;3. In fact, a very different behavior is ob
served. Rather, this ratio decreases to a minimum at a
1.8 ps and then increases to reach a maximum at;8 ps. As
the delay time increases, this ratio levels off at the statist
asymptote.

Further reducing the level of channel averaging, Fig
shows the behavior of specific caged@Fig. 2~a!# and uncaged
@Fig. 2~b!# two-photon photoproducts. The relative amplitu
of the coherence feature depends not only on the cage
uncaged nature of the final product, but also on the num
of remaining solvent molecules, increasing with the prod
size. The most pronounced effect is in the I2

2~OCS!2 channel;
its yield is almost unobservable at long delays~,0.4%!,
however, substantial dissociation occurs in a narrow de
window coinciding with the characteristic time-scale
I•••I2 coherent motion. As another example, no noticea
coherence peak is revealed in the major uncaged chan

FIG. 2. ~a! Caged component of the absorption recovery@reproduced from
Fig. 1~a!# and contributions of individual caged two-photon channels.~b!
Same for the uncaged two-photon channels. Inset shows a blow-up o
coherence feature in the I2~OCS!4 channel.
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only the heaviest~and minor! uncaged product, I2~OCS!4,
exhibits a clear early-time bump, as seen in the inset in F
2~b!. We also note that the maximum of the coherence f
ture in I2

2~OCS!2 is shifted to about 40% shorter delay com
pared to I2

2 and I2
2~OCS!.

To summarize the experimental observations,
coherence-induced recurrences are complex, nonstatis
and product channel-dependent.~i! The coherence featur
derives mainly from those dissociation trajectories that t
minate in caged two-photon products.~ii ! The two-photon
uncaged/caged branching ratio exhibits nonstatistical tim
evolution, having a minimum at,2 ps, peaking after the
coherence feature and leveling off at the statistical asymp
at .12 ps.~iii ! The relative amplitude of the coherence fe
ture increases with the caged two-photon product mass.~iv!
The heaviest caged two-photon fragment I2

2~OCS!2, contrib-
utes to the earlier portion of the coherence peak, while
lighter I2

2~OCS! and I2
2 fragments are the major componen

of the later part of the peak.
While the coherence peak is much stronger in the ca

two-photon channels, the pump–probe signals in the m
uncaged channels better correspond to statistical expe
tions, reflecting the gradual relaxation of I2

2. This difference
stems from the solvent cage favoring either the caged
uncaged two-photon products at different stages of its e
lution. Following absorption of the first photon, solute
solvent interactions are likely to excite a ‘‘breathing’’ mod
of the cage~which is certainlynot a normal mode, since eve
the number of solvent molecules is not conserved in tim!.
The dynamics following the absorption of the second pho
will be strongly affected by the phase of the solvent ca
‘‘breathing mode’’ at the time of the second photon abso
tion. Caging following the second photon absorption is like
enhanced by the solvent cage moving inward, while the
caged products would be favored when the cage is expa
ing. This is what we believe to be observed around the m
mum in the caging ratio at;2 ps. These oscillations in th
uncaged/caged branching ratio would rapidly be damped
loss of solvent coherence, and the ratio will revert to sta
tical behavior.

The number of solvent molecules lost by the cluster
this sequential two-photon process is decreased if the se
photon arrives at a time that favors unusually large kine
release to a solvent molecule. The effectiveness of the en
transfer from photoexcited I2

2 to individual solvent mol-
ecules is dependent on the relative phase of the I2

2 and cage
motion. The best time for large energy transfer is the sam
for enhanced caging: when I•••I2 and the solvent cage ar
out of phase with each other, with the cage moving inwar
Therefore, larger two-photon products are favored at
same delays as when the uncaged/caged ratio is at its m
mum, just before the coherence peak in transient absorp
Additionally, in this short delay window, the energy of bo
photons is effectively combined in a single (I•••I2) degree of
freedom, thus favoring impulsive interaction with the so
vent. These factors enhance the coherence feature inlarger
caged two-photon channels.

An extreme example of this effect is the production
I2
2~OCS!2 predominantly with pump–probe separations

he
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;1 to 4 ps, sharply peaking at 1.4 ps. This result dem
strates a method to control two-photon dissociation pathw
by appropriately timing the two laser pulses. We emphas
the incoherentnature of this effect, in contrast to the cohe
ent wave packet methods of reaction control.41,43,44,51The
rapid decrease int he I2

2~OCS!2 yield at 4 ps reflects the sol
vent dynamics rather than the I•••I2 coherence. Other inco
herent methods of control are based on the use
interference,42,52 femtosecond ponderomotive forces,53 and
the feedback control.54 This control and the ratio measure
ment in Fig. 1~b! indicates that coherence and non-statisti
behavior can persist for at least;8 ps in a 35-atom complex

The maximum I2
2~OCS!2 occurs at the time of the mini

mum of the uncaged/caged ratio, rather than at the time
the transient absorption coherence peak. This result is a c
indication that, for the production of this ‘‘abnormall
large’’ fragment, the optimal localization of the I•••I2 wave
packet in the Franck–Condon region is not the most imp
tant prerequisite. The determining factor for this channel
large ~impulsive! translational energy release which is on
possible at short delays, near the bottom of the uncag
caged curve well@see Fig. 1~b!#.

In conclusion, we have shown that I2
2 dissociation and

recombination dynamics within an evolving cluster are ve
complex, nonstatistical and dependent on the compositio
the monitored two-photon products. The coherence featu
most pronounced in the caged two-photon channels an
relative amplitude increases with the product size. Tim
dependence of the two-photon uncaged/caged branchin
tio reflects the dynamics of the solvent cage. Observatio
a transient product channel in the dissociation of I2

2~OCS!11

demonstrates incoherent control of two-photon dissocia
pathways by appropriately timing the two laser pulses.

Although the results presented here are for a single c
ter ion, the main conclusions are general and pertain to
phase caging dynamics in any cluster ions. For exam
similar results were obtained for I2

2~CO2!16.
38
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